Abstract
Complex skill learning at a joint initiates competition between its representation in the primary motor cortex (M1) and that of the neighboring untrained joint. This process of representational plasticity has been mapped by cortically-evoking simple movements. We investigated, following skill learning at a joint, 1) whether comparable processes of representational plasticity are observed when mapping is based on volitionally produced complex movements and 2) the consequence on the skill of the adjacent untrained joint. Twenty-four healthy subjects were assigned to either finger-or elbow-skill training or no-training control group. At pretest and posttest, subjects performed complex skill movements at finger, elbow and ankle concurrent with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to define learning and allow mapping of corresponding activationbased representations in M1. Skill following both fingerand elbow-training transferred to the ankle (remote joint) (p00.05 and 0.05); however, finger training did not transfer to the elbow and elbow training did not transfer to the finger. Following finger training, location of the trained finger representation showed a trend (p00.08) for medial shift towards the representation of adjacent untrained elbow joint; the change in intensity of the latter representation was associated with elbow skill (Spearman's ρ0−0.71, p00.07). Following elbow training, the trained elbow representation and the adjacent untrained finger representation increased their overlap (p00.02), which was associated with finger skill (Spearman's ρ0−0.83, p00.04). Thus, our pilot study reveals comparable processes of representational plasticity with fMRI mapping of complex skill movements as have been demonstrated with cortically-evoked methods. Importantly, these processes may limit the degree of transfer of skill between trained and adjacent untrained joints. These pilot findings that await confirmation in large-scale studies have significant implications for neuro-rehabilitation. For instance, techniques, such as motor cortical stimulation, that can potentially modulate processes of representational plasticity between trained and adjacent untrained representations, may optimize transfer of skill.
Introduction
Primary motor cortex (M1) lies at the epicenter of motor skill learning-based plasticity (Butefisch et al. 2000; Classen et al. 1998; Muellbacher et al. 2002b) . Learning novel spatiotemporal features of movement and/or coordinated sequences initiates cortical plasticity/reorganization Plautz et al. 2000; Kleim et al. 1998; PascualLeone et al. 1993) . The neural networks implicated in such reorganization include representations in M1 (Conner et al. 2003; Monfils et al. 2005) . These motor cortical representations possess unique characteristics, such as extensive connectivity (Hess and Donoghue 1994; Huntley and Jones 1991) and flexible organization (Dechent and Frahm 2003; Beisteiner et al. 2001; Schieber 2001) , which make them ideal candidates to reorganize with learning.
Numerous studies have illustrated processes of learningbased reorganization. As skill is acquired at a joint, its trained representation in M1 expands at the expense of neighboring representations (Nudo et al. 1996a; MolinaLuna et al. 2008; Kleim et al. 1998) , shifts towards, (Pearce et al. 2000; Elbert et al. 1995) or shares with (Hlustik et al. 2001; Tyc et al. 2005 ) the adjacent untrained representation. Essentially, efficient motor strategy, enhanced input, and acquisition of novel movement sequences create a demand and competition that tips the representational balance in favor of the trained representation (Plautz et al. 2000; Pascual-Leone et al. 1993 . Two important questions, however, linger in regard to learning-based reorganization.
First, the consequences of learning-based competitive reorganization on the skill of the adjacent untrained joints remain unexplored, even though studies have shown a relinquishing of territory from untrained representations to the trained representations. The consequence of such relinquished representation territory becomes critical when considering lesions or disuse, which enhance the potential for reorganization of representations in M1. In stroke , deefferentation (Sanes et al. 1988; Franchi 2000; Huntley 1997 ) and amputations (Wu and Kaas 1999) , representations of affected joints lose territory to those of adjacent less-affected joints. Contrarily, re-training affected joints rectifies the imbalance through adaptive reorganization Nudo et al. 1996b; Liepert et al. 2001) . Knowing how learninginduced reorganization affects skill of adjacent untrained joints will help develop novel neuro-rehabilitative interventions that restore representational balance in lesions and disuse.
Second, most studies have defined representations through simple evoked movements with intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) in animals (Plautz et al. 2000; Nudo et al. 1996a; Kleim et al. 2004; Molina-Luna et al. 2008) or transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) in humans (PascualLeone et al. 1993 (PascualLeone et al. , 1995 Tyc et al. 2005; Pearce et al. 2000) . However, since complex volitional movements recruit more extensive resources (Park et al. 2008; Carey et al. 2006; Gerloff et al. 1998) and their representations are key predictors of skill (Ramanathan et al. 2006) , defining volitional maps may reflect learning-based reorganization more accurately. Mapping complex skill movements in healthy subjects would also establish a model that could be applied to study mechanisms underlying skill-based rehabilitation in neurological recovery.
The objectives of the present pilot study were twofold: 1) investigate in healthy subjects the effect of skill learning at a trained joint on the skill of untrained adjacent and remote joints, and 2) examine the associated representational plasticity defined by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)-based mapping of complex skill movements. Participants were assigned to finger skill training, elbow skill training, or no-training control group. The training involved computer-based visuomotor tracking with the designated joint. Training was founded on principles, such as variability of practice and provision of feedback (Schmidt 2003; Schmidt and Lee 1999) , to optimize learning. Overall training duration, i.e. the total number of sessions, for each subject depended upon the time required to achieve criterion level of skill, a strategy shown to be associated with key mechanisms of plasticity (Plautz et al. 2000; Nudo et al. 1996a) . At pretest and posttest, subjects were tested on visuomotor tracking for finger, elbow and ankle joints during fMRI scanning. This test determined the effect of learning at the finger or elbow on 1) the skill of adjacent untrained joint and at a remote untrained joint-the ankle, and 2) the fMRI activation-based representations of the adjacent trained and untrained joints and the ankle. Extraneous movements (Liu et al. 2000) and poor reproducibility can confound fMRI activation (Veltman et al. 2000) ; thus, multiple methodological and analytical controls were instated to ensure validity and reliability of findings. Prior to the pretest and posttest fMRI sessions, we employed surface electromyography (EMG) in mock MRI to ensure that activation associated with one joint was not confounded by contraction of muscles around another. Analyses of reliability investigated whether activation-based representations were reproducible.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Twenty-four healthy volunteers (20 females; 4 males) with a mean (±SD) age of 25.7 (±2.9) years were enrolled. All subjects met the inclusion criteria of ages between 21 and 35 years and right handedness (Oldfield 1971) . Subjects were excluded if they presented with a neuromuscular or musculoskeletal condition that affected the arm/hand (verified through medical history), indwelling metal or medical devices incompatible with MRI testing, claustrophobia, or pregnancy. Subjects were assigned randomly to one of three groups: finger skill training group (Finger Group , n08, 1 male), elbow skill training group (Elbow Group , n08, 1 male), or no-training (Control Group , n08, 2 males). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Minnesota. The experiments were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each subject and the study conformed with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Groups
Subjects in the Finger Group and the Elbow Group were trained on a computer-based visuomotor tracking task involving only the designated joint on the right side for 30 min daily at the same time every day. Tracking required subjects to view a target waveform on a computer screen and spatiotemporally track the cursor along the target using flexionextension of the designated joint. A custom electrogoniometer fitted with a potentiometer (ETI Systems, Carlsbad, CA) recorded movement of the designated joint. Subjects were seated during training. Because of the difference in mass between the forearm and the finger, all tracking movements were performed with gravity-eliminated support so that extraneous co-contractions could be minimized. For the Elbow Group , the upper arm, flexed to 90°and internallyrotated, rested on a table while subjects flexed and extended their elbow in the transverse plane during tracking. For the Finger Group , the forearm rested on a table in a pronated position while subjects flexed and extended their index finger at the metacarpophalangeal joint in the frontal plane during tracking.
Each session was composed of 100 total trials, of which 84 involved training on visuomotor tracking, 13 involved rest at specific times, and 3 involved test probes (see description below). The tracking trials varied in waveform (triangle, square, sine, cosine, sawtooth-left, sawtoothright), amplitude (varying percentages of 90°range of motion set between 0°extension and 90°flexion), waveform frequency (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 Hz), trial duration (5, 10, 20, 30 s), and stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility. S-R compatibility was occasionally altered by changing the polarity of the potentiometer so that flexion of the joint produced motion of the cursor in the intuitively opposite direction. Variability of these tracking trials afforded complexity to training, an important founding principle of effective motor learning (Carey et al. 2005; Schmidt and Lee 1999) . The rest trials (20 s each) were presented after every 6 training trials.
During each session, 3 probe trials were presented as the 7th, 50th and 100th trials. The parameters of these probe trials, i.e. S-R compatible triangle waveform, 60°amplitude, 0.4 Hz frequency and 10-sec duration, were different from any other trial used in training or testing. Accuracy on these probe trials defined the individual learning curve for each subject, ultimately helping determine the overall length/duration of training. When an average 80% criterion level of accuracy (see below) on probe trials was achieved in two consecutive training sessions, training was deemed complete and the participant was scheduled for the posttest. For the Finger Group and the Elbow Group , the elapsed time between pretest and the start of training was 24-48 hrs. The time between the end of training and the posttest was the same.
To facilitate learning, subjects in both training groups, Finger Group and Elbow Group , were given feedback regarding their accuracy and quality of tracking, called the knowledge of results (KR) and knowledge of performance (KP), respectively (Blackwell and Newell 1996; Kohl and Guadagnoli 1996; Schmidt and Lee 1999; Shumway-Cook and Woollacott 2001) . KR was delivered in a faded-frequency format (Kohl and Guadagnoli 1996; Anderson et al. 2005) , once every two trials initially and once every 30 trials towards the end of training. KP was provided by the investigator on 5 trials per session when it was noted that the subject was lagging or leading the target or was spatially inaccurate. In this case, the investigator manually assisted during practice of the trial.
The Control Group had no training and was instructed to continue with their normal daily routine following the pretest. The elapsed time between pretest and posttest for the Control Group was based upon a matching procedure. Based on sequence of enrollment in the study, we created triads of 3 subjects composed of one subject from each group. The mean time interval that elapsed between pretest and posttest for the members of the two training groups defined the time interval between the pretest and posttest for the subject from the Control Group in the triad.
Pre-screening in mock MRI
Before both pretest and posttest, we conducted prescreening with surface EMG as a methodological control to ensure that fMRI activation-based mapping of representations of complex skill was not confounded by extraneous movements or unnecessary co-contractions. In a mock MRI set-up, we coached subjects to only use muscles at the designated joint while performing the tracking test during fMRI. A 4-channel EMG amplifier (Sierra Wedge, Cadwell, Kennewick, WA; bandwidth 20-2000 Hz, gain 50 μV/ division) was used to identify co-contractions of arm and forearm muscles during finger tracking practice and finger and shoulder muscles during elbow tracking practice respectively. Self-adhesive electrodes (2.2 cm×2.5 cm) (Cadwell, Kennewick, WA) were attached to the right anterior and middle deltoid, right and left biceps and triceps, first dorsal interosseous and extensor digitorum over different trials. A ground electrode (4.5 cm×3.1 cm) was applied to the dorsum of the right hand. Electrogoniometers were positioned at the right index finger, elbow, and ankle to allow subjects to practice tracking with each of the 3 joints prior to final testing during fMRI. EMG activity from muscles around ankle was not recorded because our main aim was to ensure that contraction of finger muscles did not confound activation during elbow tracking test and vice versa with fMRI testing. Subjects were closely observed, however, and were instructed to only move joints that were designated in specific practice trials.
While lying in the mock scanner, subjects viewed the target waveform (0.4 Hz, 10 s duration, sine waveform, 15-85% of maximum range at joint) on a projection screen through a mirror attached to the artificial head coil. This waveform was different than the trials used in training in the Finger Group and in the Elbow Group . More importantly, this target waveform differed in certain respects from the one used for pretest and posttest during fMRI (details below). In the mock scanner, all subjects practiced finger and ankle tracking in the sagittal plane, and elbow tracking in the frontal plane while EMG activity was monitored. In order to minimize the chances of muscle co-contractions, movements of joints occurred with gravity-eliminated support. Proximal joints were well-supported on foam bolsters. For instance, during index finger tracking, elbow/forearm and wrist rested on a pad, while during elbow tracking, shoulder and upper arm remained supported. Since this was a prescreening session, the number of tracking trials that the subjects practiced varied (between 2 and 4) based on their ability to minimize co-contractions. Once activity of the extraneous muscles was reduced to an average of less than 50 μV over 10 s of tracking trial, it was deemed that the muscle was quiescent. Extraneous EMG activity in muscles beyond the designated joint occurred only occasionally, which was eliminated with simple instruction.
Data acquisition
Subjects performed a tracking test in a 3-Tesla MRI scanner (Siemens Trio, Munich, Germany) simultaneous with fMRI scanning. The tracking test was presented as a block design, comprised of 12 tracking trials (4 trials each for finger, elbow and ankle with a duration of 30 s each) alternating with 13 rest trials (duration of 30 s each). The order of presentation of finger, elbow and ankle trials was pseudo-randomized across subjects. The target used for tracking with fMRI scanning included a random sine-waveform that varied in amplitude between 15% and 85% of a 90°range of flexion/extension at the finger and elbow and between 15% and 85% of a 70°range of dorsiflexion/plantarflexion at the ankle. The frequency was 0.4 Hz.
The parameters of the tracking test were consistent across joints but differed from other trials used during training. Although the duration and shape of the waveform of the tracking test used with fMRI in 3 T scanner differed from that used in the mock scanner, their frequency and amplitude were similar. By ensuring that the two tasks differed to some degree, we aimed to reduce the possible confound of practice-related performance effects on learning-related skill change measured simultaneously with fMRI. At the same time, by maintaining some consistency between the two tasks, we are confident that the ability to reduce extraneous muscle activity during tracking in the mock scanner translated to tracking with fMRI in the 3 T scanner.
Electrogoniometers were connected to the right index finger, elbow and ankle, which were connected to three computers (Dell Inc., USA) (60 Hz sampling rate). We monitored the three joints simultaneously using multiple computers to ensure that movements at joints other than the designated joint could be ruled out. For instance, we confirmed that during finger tracking, elbow and ankle were silent and during ankle tracking, finger and elbow did not move. The tracking waveform was projected on a screen, which the subjects viewed while lying in the scanner through a rearview mirror attached to the head coil. They moved their index finger and ankle in the sagittal plane and elbow in the frontal plane with similar type of gravity-eliminated support for joints as provided in the mock scanner during EMG pre-screening.
Blood Oxygen Level-Dependent (BOLD) fMRI data were collected while subjects performed the tracking test. Highresolution T Ã 2 À weighted images (1.5×1.5×1.5 mm 3 ) were obtained in the transverse plane using a gradient Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence (TE036 msec, TR03000 msec, FA080°, FOV0256 mm×256 mm). Isomorphic 1.5 mm 3 spatial resolution was chosen since it optimally captures task-related activation in M1 (Hyde et al. 2000) . Each volume covered a cortical depth of 63 mm in 42 interleaved slices. In total, 300 imaged volumes were collected for a total acquisition time of 15 min. The first 3 volumes were dismissed to account for signal saturation effects. High-resolution (1 mm 3 ), T 1 -weighted, 3D anatomical images (3D FLASH, TR020 msec, FA030°, acquisition time010:44 min) were acquired over the entire brain to define the template for fMRI analysis.
Data analysis
Skill
Based on performance on the tracking test in the MRI scanner, visuomotor tracking skill for finger, elbow and ankle joints was defined. For each tracking trial included in the tracking test, accuracy was calculated using an accuracy index (AI) (Carey 1990) . AI is given by
where E is the root mean square (rms) error between the target waveform and subject's response, and P is the magnitude of the target waveform, measured as the rms difference between the target waveform and the midline separating the upper and the lower phases of the target waveform. The maximum possible score is 100%. Average AI across 4 tracking trials each for finger, elbow and ankle was computed and termed as AI FINGER , AI ELBOW and AI ANKLE respectively.
fMRI variables
Brain Voyager QX (Brain Innovation B.V., v 2.0, Maastricht, Netherlands) software was used to analyze fMRI data. Data were first preprocessed (corrected for differences in slice scan time acquisition, head motion artifacts and temporal linear trends). Data were not spatially smoothed to permit accurate localization of even the slightest changes in activation. Preprocessed functional data were registered with processed high-resolution T 1 -weighted images (isotropic 1 mm 3 voxels) to identify landmarks. Analysis of functional data were restricted to the region of left M1, which was defined based on anatomical landmarks described previously (Bhatt et al. 2007; Dassonville et al. 2001 ) and was drawn manually for each individual subject. A trained investigator (E.P.), blinded to group assignments and testing sequence (pretest or posttest), drew these regions.
For each subject, BOLD signal during tracking test was analyzed using a multi-factorial General Linear Model (GLM). Although our main interest was to explore activation related to finger, elbow and ankle tracking trials, head motion-related predictors (x, y, z translation and x, y, z rotations) were added to the model to exclude effect of any movement artifact on the variability of BOLD signal (Lund et al. 2005) .
In GLM analysis, statistical contrasts identified voxels within left M1 with significantly higher BOLD signal intensity during finger, elbow and ankle tracking compared to rest. The threshold for significance was set using Bonferroni correction (0.05/total voxels within left M1), which was in the range of 10 −6 . The minimum cluster size was set to 10 active voxels. Voxels significantly active across 4 tracking trials of finger were called the Finger VOLUME representation; those significantly active during 4 elbow trials were called the Elbow VOLUME representation, and those that were active during 4 ankle trials were defined as the Ankle VOLUME representation. Voxels significantly active during both finger and elbow tracking trials were called the "Overlap" representation (Plow et al. 2010) . FMRI analysis generated the following dependent variables.
Size To understand whether the size of trained and untrained representations changed with learning, we analyzed the number of active voxels comprising Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME and Ankle VOLUME representations.
% Overlap
We evaluated the percentage of overlap (Plow et al. 2010; Alkadhi et al. 2002; Hlustik et al. 2001 Hlustik et al. , 2004 Kapreli et al. 2007 ) between Finger VOLUME and Elbow VOLUME representations to understand whether trained representation increased its overlap with the adjacent untrained representation with learning.
% Overlap ¼ ðNo: of Overlapping VoxelsÞ ½ðFinger VOLUME þ Elbow VOLUME Þ À No: of Overlapping Voxels Ã 100
Location We described the location for each representation (Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME , Ankle VOLUME ) using the Talairach x coordinate of the peak of activation (POA) voxel, i.e. the voxel with the highest BOLD signal intensity in the representation. POA has low intrasession and intersession variability (Loubinoux et al. 2001; Waldvogel et al. 2000) and is an important marker for somatotopy and reorganization (Plow et al. 2010) . However, since, location of voxel with highest mean BOLD signal amplitude can be influenced by varying confounds, such as change in signal-to-noise ratio, etc., we chose the POA voxel strategically. Within the representation, ten voxels with highest fMRI signal intensity were identified. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of fMRI signal for this cluster was calculated. The voxel with highest intensity was chosen as POA voxel only if its intensity was within a range of mean +2 (SD) of the average intensity of the cluster. Voxels whose intensity was higher than mean+2 (SD) of the intensity of the cluster were discarded and the voxel with the next highest level of intensity that fulfilled criteria for POA was instead chosen. We decided to only analyze the x-dimension of the 3-dimensional POA based on findings from our previous research report (Plow et al. 2010) . In that report, we had witnessed that the POAs of the representations of index finger and elbow in M1, when studied using fMRI-based activation, showed difference only along the x-axis. The POA of representation of the index finger was located lateral to that of the elbow. Thus, we expected that the change in POA of trained representations (Finger VOLUME or Elbow VOLUME ), following learning, would only be apparent in the x-dimension.
Intensity of activation Signal intensity is an indicator of local increases in neural activity (Logothetis and Pfeuffer 2004) . Percent signal intensity change during a task compared to rest is a reliable measure of activation (Cohen and DuBois 1999) . We defined the percent change in BOLD signal intensity for each representation (Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME , Ankle VOLUME ) during its corresponding tracking trial versus rest. The purpose of fMRI analysis was to investigate reorganization of trained and untrained representations in M1. Again, due to small sample sizes, we set a priori contrasts, without correcting for multiple comparisons. These included comparing from pretest to posttest the change in a) size and location of POA of Finger VOLUME representation as direct (in Finger Group ) vs. indirect effect (in Elbow Group ) of training vs. test-retest effect (no-training Control Group ), b) size and location of POA of Elbow VOLUME representation as a direct (in Elbow Group ) vs. indirect effect (in Finger Group ) of training vs. test-retest effect (no-training Control Group ), and c) % Overlap as an effect of training (Finger Group and Elbow Group ) vs. none (Control Group ).
We, thus, compared the three groups on reorganization of Finger VOLUME and Elbow VOLUME using separate two-way (Group X Test) repeated measures ANOVAs (RMANOVA). Regarding intensity, within-group pair-wise comparisons were conducted separately. Post-hoc LSD analysis compared groups on posttest minus pretest difference.
Further, to understand which specific processes of reorganization were associated with change in skill at the adjacent untrained joint, we conducted correlation analyses. Specifically, in the training groups, association between change in skill at the adjacent untrained joint (AI ELBOW in Finger Group and AI FINGER in Elbow Group ) and fMRI variables was explored using 2-tailed tests of significance at α00.05. We considered p-values ranging from 0.05 to 0.09 to represent trends towards statistical significance.
Since poor reproducibility of activation-based representations can confound learning-related M1 reorganization, we employed analytical schemes to determine the test-retest reliability of fMRI variables. The following strategies were adopted.
Analyzing voxels commonly active at both tests
Change in location of POA and % signal intensity was studied for voxels commonly active at both pretest and posttest. These voxels, when identified for each representation, Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME , and Ankle VOLUME , were respectively termed, Finger PREPOST , Elbow PREPOST , and Ankle PREPOST . Reorganization of location of POA, and % intensity within Finger PREPOST , Elbow PREPOST , and Ankle PREPOST was analyzed using pair-wise within-group t-tests; if voxels commonly active at pretest and posttest demonstrated similar changes as their parent representations, we argued, that representational reorganization could be considered valid.
Reliability coefficients of activation
A main method of analysis of test-retest reliability of activations expresses reproducibility as a ratio of the voxel numbers commonly active across both sessions (called Volume PREPOST , see section above, 2-F-a) to the voxels active in either session (Clement and Belleville 2009; Havel et al. 2006; Rombouts et al. 1998 ). We calculated this ratio for each representation, i.e. Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME , and Ankle VOLUME , in the Control Group using the following formula. Values of reliability coefficient can vary between 0 and 1 (Clement and Belleville 2009) .
One limitation of the reliability coefficient is that it can be influenced by the level of statistical threshold (Havel et al. 2006) . To investigate whether the activation defined at pretest was in agreement with that at posttest, two-way random average measure absolute agreement ICC model (Portney and Watkins 2000) was used for the center of mass (COM) location of Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME , and Ankle VOLUME across three groups. COM is defined as the geographic center of all active voxels (Lotze et al. 2000; Plow et al. 2010; Loubinoux et al. 2001; Waldvogel et al. 2000) within a representation. Lack of agreement between COM at pretest and at posttest for a representation, we theorized, would suggest poor repeatability in mapping. Although shift in COM may signify representational plasticity with learning, the training duration in the current study was too short to allow structural synaptogenesis that would underlie gross expansion of representations (Kleim et al. 2004 ). Thus, we chose COM as a marker of reproducibility rather than plasticity.
Results
The Finger Group achieved the mean criterion AI in (mean± SD) 5.14 ± 1.07 days of training, while the Elbow Group achieved it in 5.14±2.12 days. Accordingly, the yoked subjects in the Control Group were tested on posttest an average of 5.81 ± 2.99 days after the pretest. Finger Group and Elbow Group were analyzed with 7 subjects each because one subject from each group was deemed an outlier (based on AI values that were more than 3 SD below the group mean). The Control Group was analyzed with 8 subjects.
Skill
Between-group differences at pretest were not significant for either AI FINGER (Fig. 1a) , AI ELBOW (Fig. 1b) or AI ANKLE (Fig. 1c) , indicating equivalence at baseline. At posttest, however, one way ANOVA comparing groups on AI FINGER showed a trend for statistical significance (F 2, 21 03.12, p00.07); retrospective analysis determined that the overall effect size of difference on the ANOVA was medium (0.49). Post-hoc LSD testing showed that at posttest AI FINGER was higher for the Finger Group than the Control Group (p00.02) (Fig. 1d) ; differences between Elbow Group and the Control Group however remained non-significant. Similarly, analysis of AI ELBOW between groups demonstrated a weak trend towards significance (F 2, 21 02.62, p00.09) at posttest, for which the effect size was small-to-medium (0.45). While the difference between the Elbow Group and Control Group was significant (p00.03) (Fig. 1e) , that between Finger Group and Control Group was not. Analysis of skill of the remote comparator joint, AI ANKLE revealed findings that contrasted with that for AI FINGER and AI ELBOW . At posttest, oneway ANOVA showed a trend for significant difference between groups (F 2, 21 03.01, p00.07) with a medium effect of 0.48. Importantly, however, both Finger Group and Elbow Group demonstrated higher AI ANKLE than the Control Group (p00.05 and 0.05, respectively) (Fig. 1f) .
fMRI results
Size
From pretest to posttest, group X test RMANOVA failed to show any main or interaction effects for either representation, Finger VOLUME or Elbow VOLUME , or Ankle VOLUME , across groups. Retrospective power analysis revealed that the statistical power for group X test interaction was inadequate for the size of most representations; while power for comparing Finger VOLUME and Ankle VOLUME was 27.22% and 59.67% respectively, that for investigating Elbow VOLUME change was 74.05%. We deduced that, to obtain 80% power, future studies using a comparable design would require a total of 33 individuals to find significant differences in the size of Since at baseline Finger Group had a lower % Overlap compared to the other groups, the pretest value was included as a covariate in the RMANOVA. We found a significant group X test interaction (F 2, 15 07.54; p00.02). Post hoc LSD analysis revealed that from pretest to posttest the Elbow Group demonstrated an increase in % Overlap, extent of which was significantly greater than the change observed in the Finger Group (p00.03) and showed a trend for being higher than the difference noted in the no-training Control Group (p00.08) (Fig. 2) . These differences are also exemplified in representative examples from each group (Fig. 3) .
Location
Analysis of location of POA of Finger VOLUME showed a trend for Group X Test interaction (F 2, 18 02.86; p00.08). Based on post-hoc LSD analysis, we found that the Finger Group showed a medial shift of the POA of its Finger VOLUME ; the degree of At pretest, no differences between groups existed for AI FINGER , AI ELBOW or AI ANKLE . At posttest, differences between the trained groups and the Control Group became apparent in relation to the skill of the trained joint [(AI FINGER in the Finger Group , d) and (AI ELBOW in the Elbow Group , e)] and the remote untrained joint (AI ANKLE in the Finger Group and the Elbow VOLUME and as many as 78 to explore changes in Finger VOLUME .
% Overlap
Elbow Group , f). Note that the skill of the adjacent untrained joint [(AI ELBOW in the Finger Group , e) and (AI FINGER in the Elbow Group , d)] did not differ significantly between the trained groups and the Control Group at posttest. '*' denotes p<0.05. Thus, finger and elbow tracking skill transferred significantly to remote, untrained ankle joint (f), but benefit for adjacent untrained joints, elbow (e) and finger (d) respectively, was non-significant such shift had a trend for being larger than the shift noted in the Elbow Group (p00.06), while it was significantly greater than the change observed in the no-training Control Group (p00.03) (Fig. 4a ). These differences are exemplified in representative examples from each group in Fig. 5 . Contrarily, analysis of location of POA of neither Elbow VOLUME nor Ankle VOLUME showed any interaction effect over time. Since we expected a relative change in location of POA of Elbow VOLUME in the Elbow Group across time, we conducted retrospective power analysis. We found that the statistical power to find significant differences between groups, across time, was only 56.34%; future studies, we calculated, would require at least 36 individuals to demonstrate a change in location of POA of Elbow VOLUME following elbow training. Still, the non-significant shifts are plotted in Fig. 4b and c.
Intensity of representations
Pair-wise, within-group comparisons analyzing intensity of the Finger VOLUME representation failed to show any significant change from pretest to posttest for any group [ Fig. 2 Percentage Overlap: Illustration of pretest to posttest change in % Overlap (sharing of Finger VOLUME and Elbow VOLUME ) in groups. Symbols '*' and ' ‡' reflect the comparison of pretest to posttest change in % overlap between groups. '*' denotes p<0.05, ' ‡' denotes p00.08. The pretest value for each group represents the raw level of % overlap at baseline, but since baseline differed across groups, we incorporated it as a covariate in the 2-way (group X time) repeated measures ANOVA. Although in this figure the height of the bars at pretest represents raw, unadjusted values, the model adjusted the pretest value at 36.26% overlap for all groups. While the Finger Group witnessed a change to 24.66% and the Control Group showed a change to 31.19%, the Elbow Group showed an increase % overlap to 48.8%. These preliminary results show that % Overlap between trained and adjacent untrained representations increased following skill training at elbow but a comparable effect following training of the finger was not observed ). Note that the subject in the Elbow Group shows a more dramatic increase in % overlap (z049, change from 44.02% to 53.12%) compared to the subject in the Finger Group (z056, change from 33.26% to 32.00%) and that in the Control Group (z060, change from 60.4% to 60.84%) Fig. 4 Location of POA of Representations: Comparison of pretest to posttest change in location of POA (Talairach X coordinate) of Finger VOLUME (a), Elbow VOLUME (b) and Ankle VOLUME (c) representations between groups (note: higher magnitude on the y-axis indicates more lateral position in left M1). '*' denotes p<0.05, ' ‡' denotes p 00.06. Our elementary findings indicate that following finger skill training, as a direct effect, location of POA of trained representation tends to shift medially towards that of the adjacent untrained elbow representation (4a). An analogous process following elbow skill training, however, is not evident (4b) (p00.98). Analysis of intensity of Ankle VOLUME representation indicated that Finger Group showed higher intensity (t 6, .05 02.45, p0.05), while the Elbow Group showed a trend towards increase in intensity from pretest to posttest (t 6, .05 02.24, p0.07); Control Group did not demonstrate a significant change (p00.46) in intensity of Ankle VOLUME .
Correlation results
In the Finger Group , shift of location of POA of Finger VOLUME representation was associated positively with the change in AI ELBOW (r00.75, p00.05, n07) (Fig. 6a) . Shift of POA of Finger VOLUME , however, was associated negatively with change in intensity of Elbow VOLUME (r0−0.65, p00.05, n0 7) (Fig. 6b) , which was negatively associated with change in AI ELBOW (Spearman's Rho0−0.71, p00.07, n07) (Fig. 6c) . We recommend caution in interpreting these findings as the correlation can be easily affected by extreme values in such a small sample. Although preliminary, the patterns observed in the small groups, such as in the Finger Group , are still significant to generate testable hypotheses for future. Detailed subject-bysubject analysis suggests that the Finger Group subjects, who showed a medial shift in the POA location of their Finger VOLUME (represented by values >0 on the x-axis in Fig. 6a ), showed higher gain in AI ELBOW . Instead, those who showed a smaller medial shift or even a lateral shift of the POA (represented by values close to 0 on the x-axis in Fig. 6b ) tended to show highest increase in intensity of Elbow VOLUME . Only subjects who experienced smallest gains in intensity of Elbow VOLUME demonstrated highest gains in AI ELBOW (represented by values close to 0 on the x-axis in Fig. 6c) . Thus, although the strength of association in 6a and 6b may be limited by small sample size and influence of extreme values, the patterns are informative for the future.
In the Elbow Group , the only process that correlated with skill was the extent of overlap between Finger VOLUME and Elbow VOLUME . The change in % overlap was associated negatively with the change in AI FINGER (Spearman's Rho0−0.83, p00.04, n06) (Fig. 6d) . Five out of six subjects who demonstrated an increase in overlap only experienced minor gain in AI FINGER .
Validity and reliability analysis a. In the Finger Group , analysis of Finger PREPOST yielded a trend towards medial shift of the POA (p00.06), a result that is comparable to that of the parent representation, Finger VOLUME . Similarly, the Elbow Group showed higher intensity of Finger PREPOST (p00.003) and Elbow PREPOST (p00.037) representations, analogous to their respective original representations. b. Within the Control Group , reliability coefficients for measuring test-retest reliability of Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME and Ankle VOLUME representations were low at a conservative statistical threshold (10
−6
). These values were 0.18 ± 0.04, 0.18 ± 0.04 and 0.17 ± 0.07, respectively. c. Across all groups, ICC analysis measuring agreement between COM values for pretest and posttest for Finger VOLUME , Elbow VOLUME , and Ankle VOLUME showed moderate reliability. Average measure ICC values were 0.67 (p 00.01), 0.52 (p 00.06) and 0.62 (p 00.007) respectively.
Discussion
This pilot study shows that skill learning at one joint, whether distal (index finger) or proximal (elbow), transfers to certain untrained joints. Untrained joints remote to the trained joint, such as the ankle, received the benefit of skill transfer, whereas untrained joints adjacent to the trained joint, such as the elbow or the finger, Talairach X-coordinate of POA of Finger VOLUME representation depicted for 3 representative subjects, one from each group. While the 3 images on the top row illustrate pretest assessments for the 3 representative subjects, the bottom row shows the corresponding posttest assessments. FMRI activation has been masked to the region of M1. The color bar depicted along side the images illustrates values of 't' based on the statistical test of significance conducted using single-subject general linear model (GLM) analysis. The GLM tests the level of BOLD signal change across 288 fMRI volumes for all voxels in the brain. Threshold for significant activation has been set at Bonferroni corrected p-level (10
). T-value listed with the color bar shows that voxels shown in the MRI images are significantly active as they cross the critical value of t at 4.65. The location of the POA is denoted by a green dot. For Finger VOLUME , note that the subject from the Finger Group shows a large medial shift (thick red arrow) in the location of POA of Finger VOLUME representation (from −41 to −30 mm) from pretest (top) to posttest (bottom). Subjects from Elbow Group (−42 to −42 mm) and Control Group (−54 to −54 mm) demonstrate no shift (thin red arrows) from pretest (top) to posttest (bottom) did not receive benefit. Using fMRI-based mapping of complex volitional skill, we demonstrate that unique mechanisms of representational plasticity, including competitive interactions between adjacent representations of trained and neighboring untrained joints, limit skill transfer between them. These preliminary findings hold implications for designing future neuro-rehabilitative treatments; modulating mechanisms of representational plasticity through behavioral or cortical stimulation techniques may prove to enhance the effectiveness of motor learning-based rehabilitation.
Representational plasticity: relation to skill transfer The idea that skill transfers following learning at a targeted joint emerged in the fields of kinesiology and physical education. As long as the S-R properties of the task remained the same, the abstract, effector-independent level of skill was believed to generalize to other joints (Imamizu and Shimojo 1995; van Mier and Petersen 2006; Weigelt et al. 2000) . However, the degree of skill transfer may be incomplete due to differences in effector-specific properties of trained and untrained joints (Brashers-Krug et al. 1996; Vangheluwe et respectively. In the Finger Group , change in location of POA within the trained representation and increase in intensity of adjacent untrained representation, both, appeared to be related to change in skill at adjacent untrained elbow (a, c). In the Elbow Group , higher sharing between trained and neighboring untrained representations was associated with limited skill gain at the untrained finger joint (d). These correlation results suggest, preliminarily, that mechanisms of representational plasticity may limit absolute transfer of skill from trained to adjacent untrained joints Verwey and Wright 2004; Wigmore et al. 2002; Panzer et al. 2006; Bays et al. 2005; Krakauer et al. 1999 ). This may partially explain the limited transfer between adjacent finger and elbow in the present study. However, since the transfer between trained joint (finger or elbow) and the remote comparator joint, i.e. the ankle, was significant, differences in effector-specific properties alone do not explain the limited transfer of skill between finger and elbow.
Competitive interference in skill exchange between trained and adjacent untrained joints, we believe, can instead be explained by complex processes of representational plasticity. A key innovation of our study lies in the demonstration of such mechanisms using high-resolution fMRI mapping. Following skill training at the finger, the region of peak activity in the trained finger representation came to lie medially towards the adjacent untrained elbow representation. Shift of the region of peak activity was associated with change in intensity of the elbow representation, which was negatively related to the skill at the untrained elbow (Fig. 6a, b, c) . Likewise, when skill learning at the elbow was emphasized, the trained elbow and adjacent untrained finger representations enhanced their overlap, a process that was negatively associated with gain in skill at the untrained index finger (Fig. 6d) . These preliminary results suggest that mechanisms of representational plasticity may limit transfer of skill from trained to adjacent untrained joints.
The demonstration of representational plasticity in the current study is in agreement with conclusions drawn in the previous literature; complex skill acquisition creates demand and competition for cortical resources that shapes the dynamic constructs of trained and adjacent untrained representations (Pascual-Leone et al. 1993 Xerri et al. 1996) . Processes of representational plasticity witnessed in our study using mapping of complex volitional skill validate findings from both motor and somatosensory studies involving evoked mapping (Kleim et al. 1998; Nudo et al. 1996a; Plautz et al. 2000; Elbert et al. 1995; PascualLeone et al. 1993 PascualLeone et al. , 1995 Jenkins et al. 1990; Coq and Xerri 1998; Xerri et al. 1996) . However, our study, to the best of our knowledge, represents an elemental attempt relating representational plasticity to the consequence on skill of the adjacent untrained joints.
An important caveat nevertheless requires further consideration. Mechanisms of representational plasticity manifest differently with training of different joints. While learning at the finger initiated a shift in the region of peak activity in the direction of the neighboring untrained elbow representation, learning at the elbow was accompanied by greater overlap between trained and adjacent untrained representations. These characteristically distinct findings, revealed by training two different within-limb joints, are supported by two seemingly different viewpoints on process of representational plasticity. Whereas the predominant view discusses that acquiring novel skills tips the balance between adjacent representations to favor the trained joint (Kleim et al. 1998; Nudo et al. 1996a; Plautz et al. 2000; Elbert et al. 1995; Pascual-Leone et al. 1993 Jenkins et al. 1990; Coq and Xerri 1998; Xerri et al. 1996) , a differing view argues that adjacent representations increase their overlap following training at a segment (Kossut and Siucinska 1998; Hlustik et al. 2004) . By training two different joints, we have witnessed both patterns of representational plasticity; while skill training of the index finger demonstrated cortical mechanisms supporting the former view, training of elbow was accompanied by processes that are in line with the latter view. Distinct mechanisms of plasticity are potentially related to neurophysiologic reasons. Since proximal segments, such as elbow/forearm, receive fewer (Jankowska et al. 1975; Wassermann et al. 1992 ) and weaker corticomotorneuronal projections (McKiernan et al. 1998 ) and have smaller representations (Luft et al. 2002) compared to the distal joints, training of elbow joint may require greater sharing with its well-endowed neighboring representation, the index finger. By testing representational plasticity at two levels-learning at a distal joint and a proximal joint, the current pilot exploratory study harmonizes the varied views of representational plasticity as it demonstrates that they have similar impact on transfer of skill.
Functional significance of representational plasticity for rehabilitation
To analyze the significance of our elemental findings for neurorehabilitation, we borrow concepts from empirical Bjorkman et al. 2004 Bjorkman et al. , 2009 ) and clinical (Rosen et al. 2006; Lundborg and Rosen 2007; Muellbacher et al. 2002a ) models involving de-afferentation and de-efferentation. Virtual or actual lesions, such as de-afferentation and de-efferentation, initiate cortical disinhibition. In a disinhibited state, competitive interactions between adjacent M1 representations are unmasked. For instance, during experimental de-afferentation (Ziemann et al. 1998) , increasing activity of the hand representation (using repetitive TMS, rTMS) leads to inhibition of activity of the adjacent elbow representation. This competitive, activity-driven phenomenon is termed across-representational plasticity that manifests only between adjacent M1 representations, such as hand and elbow/arm .
Our model of complex motor skill learning may have similarly initiated across-representational plasticity. Learning creates a disinhibited, plastic cortical state (Monfils and Teskey 2004; Rioult-Pedotti et al. 1998; Hess and Donoghue 1994) through release of GABA-related inhibition (Ziemann et al. 2001; Floyer-Lea et al. 2006; Stagg et al. 2011; Butefisch et al. 2000) and activation of NMDA receptors (Butefisch et al. 2000) . Within such a dynamic environment, shifts in peak activity of adjacent representations Bjorkman et al. 2009 ), as signified by medial shift in the finger training group and higher overlap in the elbow training group, in the present study, mark acrossrepresentational plasticity. Therefore, our study is innovative because it illustrates that learning initiates comparable markers of across-representational plasticity as have been classically emphasized in lesions and disuse.
Importantly, our pilot study demonstrates the relationship between learning-based across-representational plasticity and skill, thereby suggesting that modulating representational plasticity carries therapeutic relevance. Through behavioral, pharmacologic and/or motor cortical manipulations, representational plasticity can potentially be modulated to optimize acquisition of skill across joints. For instance, altering representational balance using techniques, such as rTMS, in conjunction with skill acquisition at affected regions, in peripheral nerve injuries or stroke, may augment efficacy of rehabilitation. Along similar lines, pharmacologic manipulations that oppose maladaptive representational plasticity could enhance responsiveness to rehabilitation. Once confirmed in large-scale studies in the future, these foundational findings will guide novel applications in neuro-rehabilitation.
Plasticity versus reproducibility
Low validity and reproducibility of fMRI activation from one session to another though (Veltman et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2000; Kimberley et al. 2008) can seemingly diminish the confidence that can be placed upon findings of plasticity. Therefore, we adopted methodological controls to monitor the influence of confounds on the significance of our results. By using offline surface EMG in a mock-scanner and online multi-joint monitoring in the real scanner, we attempted to mitigate the effects of muscle co-contractions that could affect the ability to accurately map complex movement-based representations. Since subjects learned to only move muscles around designated joints after brief instruction in the mock scanner, we believe that extraneous muscle contractions only minimally affected activationbased representations derived from in-scanner experiments.
Next, varying forms of reliability and validity analyses were utilized. Within subset of voxels that were commonly active at pretest and at posttest, we witnessed comparable changes in location of peak and level of intensity as in the parent representations. This finding validates that observed changes in trained and adjacent untrained representations signified representational plasticity, rather than confounds of reproducibility.
Further, the agreement between the geographic centers of representations from pretest to posttest, measured using ICC, was moderate yet significant. Values of ICC are moderate in especially those studies that employ complex tasks versus simple automatic motor tasks because former paradigms generate higher activation compared to the latter (Lee et al. 2010) . Nevertheless, ICC greater than 0.5 is considered acceptable in fMRI studies (Manoach et al. 2001; Kimberley et al. 2008) . ICC values in our study crossed this criterion.
The between-session reliability coefficient, however, was lower than in other studies (Clement and Belleville 2009; Havel et al. 2006) . The dissociation between ICC and reliability coefficient emerges from the nature of their calculation (Lee et al. 2010; Havel et al. 2006; Clement and Belleville 2009) . Poor activators show high session-tosession ICC but their activation is too low to cross statistical threshold to be included in the calculation of reliability coefficient (Lee et al. 2010) , whereas good-activators show low ICC while demonstrating high activation that inflates the reliability coefficient. As statistical thresholds are made stricter, reliability coefficients reduce (Havel et al. 2006 ). Since we utilized a complex task with stringent statistical threshold and still demonstrated acceptable ICCs, we believe that the reliability of activation-based representations was reasonable.
Strengths and future directions
Several follow-up questions linger that could inform the design of future studies. Findings of the present study can be further validated using a double-dissociation design; incorporating learning at ankle joint could help validate processes noted with upper limb training. Future investigations also can potentially address an important factor that seemingly differs between our study and previous reports of learning-related plasticity. We failed to witness a relative change in size of trained versus adjacent untrained representation as shown previously (Nudo et al. 1996a; Plautz et al. 2000; Kleim et al. 1998; Pascual-Leone et al. 1993 . Perhaps, the average training duration was too short (5 days). Kleim et al. discuss that changes in sizes of representations only occur in late phases of skill learning (Kleim et al. 2004) . Similarly, in humans, relative gain in size of trained versus adjacent untrained representations occurs after extensive years of skill learning (Pascual-Leone et al. 1993 Elbert et al. 1995) . Therefore, we might have only witnessed early reorganization of M1 representations. Setting higher criterion skill and serial fMRI measurements could help address stages of representational plasticity. Last, a potential, yet important, confound that could affect the interpretation of our results is the smallscale nature of the study; since 22 subjects, assigned to 3 separate groups, were tested on 2 measurements, we acknowledge that the study may not have been adequately powered to reveal statistically-significant behavioral skill transfer or underlying representational plasticity, rather only trends. Unequal distribution of males versus females across the study may have further confounded the pilot findings since males show higher tracking accuracy (Carey et al. 1994 ). Nevertheless, the pilot and exploratory nature of the present results can guide the design of future large-scale studies and estimate optimal sample sizes.
We contend that despite its pilot exploratory nature, our study contributes significantly to the fields of motor learning, neuroscience and neuro-rehabilitation. Our primary contribution is the development of a model of complex voluntary skill that could be uniformly applied across joints to define their respective fMRI activationbased representations. Simultaneous with fMRI, our model of mapping complex movements would be more accurately reflective of skill than mapping based on electrically-evoked simple movements (Plautz et al. 2000; Nudo et al. 1996a; Kleim et al. 1998; PascualLeone et al. 1995; Elbert et al. 1995; Tyc et al. 2005) . Second, compared to classical studies, we discuss comprehensive markers of representational changes, including location of peak activity, size, overlap and intensity of activation that could guide data analysis for future. Third, we employed extensive methodologic and analytical controls that could be customized to suit specific designs in future studies to validate fMRI-based mapping. Fourth, through planned behavioral controls, including comparator joint and comparative no-training control group, we defined the degree to which skill learning at joint transfers to remote versus adjacent joints, which can inform study design on a large scale. More importantly, we defined cortical markers signifying transfer of skill, which could generate ideas for future involving modulation of plasticity to optimize learning.
Conclusions
Thus, using fMRI-based mapping of complex skill, we defined the proof-of-concept of comparable processes of learning-related representational plasticity as witnessed previously with evoked movement-based mapping (ICMS and TMS), a finding that warrants confirmation in largerscale studies. Using various methodological and analytical strategies, we note acceptable reliability in mapping fMRI-based representations of complex skill movements; the present paradigm may offer unique perspective in understanding motor cortical mechanisms underlying learning-based rehabilitation. Further, by employing stringent behavioral controls, we preliminarily suggest that these mechanisms signify incomplete skill transfer for adjacent untrained joints. Ultimately, by modulating mechanisms of representational plasticity witnessed here, through behavioral, pharmacologic and/or cortical neuromodulatory techniques, greater adaptive functional gains can be achieved in rehabilitation.
